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Abstract. A natural and suficicntly large class of dctcrministic one-wa> multitape automata is 
defined with decidat4c inclusion pwhlem. This class is also the largest with decidable equiv#zncc 
prohlcm at this momtxit. 
Introduction 
Multitape automata were investigated for the first time by Rabin and Scott [I]. 
Definition ([ 1). A one-way n-tape automaton over the alphabet X is a system 
!I%?= (0, A!, qo, F, Co, Cl, . . . , C,, 1, where 
(a) (Q, M, q,), Fj is a finite automaton, i.e., Q is the set of states, q. ihe initial 
state, b2 the transition function def-med on Q x (L u { # )) ( # is a special symbol 
to indicate the end of the word on a tape), and F the set of accepting states, 
(b, Q =u:’ I C,, i + j =$ C’, A C, = 43 (informally, if q E C,. while Icalling q E C,, . If 
moves only its ith head). 
An Ii- tuple S = 1x1, . . . , .I-” ), where xi E I”, 1 s i s 11, is acceptsble by the 
automaton !!I( iff !I)l reaches some 9 E F having re;\J all the words x1 # , . . . , x,, # . 
Let L(!lj?) be the set of all )I- tclples of wor,ds accepted by !V?. The inclusion 
problem for two autmata ‘JJI, and !& is l  o decide whether L(!U&) c L(!lJ&). 
It is well known (and can be easily proved) that the inclusion problem far 
deterministic multitape automata is undecidable in the general case. The aim of 
our paper is to distinguish a sufficiently large and simply described class ~jf multitape 
automata with decidable inclusion problem. To investigate this class we need to 
go deeper into the nature of multitape automata. We also believe that the class 
&fined in this paper is rnax+ilal in qome sense: there sxms to be PO possibility of 
,xtendilkg this class without loss of the inclusion p,roblem decidabilityi. 
Whether the equivalence problem is deci&ble is a well-known open problem 
for II- tape (n -’ > 3) deterministic automat;! (the decidability for II = 2 was proved in 
E. B. Kirther 
[:;]I. To the aiuthor’s knowledge, the class of multitape automata we define is the 
n ost extensive at this moment with decidable equivalence problem. In particular, 
the following result (Lewis [2]I is a corollary of our theorem: The equivalence 
problem is decidable for deterministic multitape automata such that each state is 
contained in no more than one loop. 
1. Main resullt 
We shal! define the class of automata we need in terms of so-called gen*xalized 
structured diagrams. 
First ue define the generalized diagram D(%) of an n-tape automaton !?t. 
I’htx nodes of D! IV) are the states of !?i. Let 4(, E Cj and 41, 42, . . . ,qk be the states 
~9~ that: (a) they are reachable from ytt by (only) moving the ith head; 0,) 
IL/,. * . * , q~} ri C! = 63 ii.e., if the jth head moves at 4r, then j # i). 
Let Lir ) he the set of words x such that starting at ~7~) 9(\reads s and enters 4r 
hLlving used only the ith head. Evidently, L(r) is regular. Let cz, be a regular 
c r?ression corresponding to L (rj. We draw an arc from 4,) to each node 4;. 
r ---1,2,..., ,i. The arc (4(,, 4,) iF: labelled by the pair (i, a,). Next we repeat the 
procedure taking 4, E C, insread of 4,)~ Ci. We handle all states of 3; in this way. If 
for \ome lt 6: Ci’, no cl’ & C, is reachable, then we draw arcs from 4 to all 4’ reachable 
from q. Since the qet Q is finite, we obtain a finite diagram. Such a diagram will 
ix crrlled a grvwraliad diqram 
I .atcr on WC wish to only consider generalized diagrams which are structur.d in 
‘I icrtain sense. X\Jote that a generalized diagram is a diagram of some finite 
;tutonl:~foll. SO u’t: onl> need t\? define a notion of structured diagrirm (SD) for a 
tinift’ automaton. We do the c!A-ining using a natural vercion of the well-known 
notic!! of SD. Obviously, labels may be omitted in the defi!lition of 33. 
The inclusion problem 
(5) if q is a node in the SD A, then the diagram which contains 
instead of q also is an SD; 
(6) only diagrams obtained using ( 1 j-(S) are SDS. 
Natural examples of diagrams of n-tape automata almost always are structured. 
Let 0” denote the class of deterministic multitape one-way automata whose 
generalized diagrams happen to be structured. 
Definition 1.2. We say that the loop depth c:f an SD is 5-k iff every node of the 
SD is contained in no more than k loops. 
Let 0;’ denote the class of automata !V E 0” Cth -ik loop depth 5:-k. 
Our main result is the following theorem. 
A particular CHSC of this theorem is the following result Inf Lewis 121: The 
equivalence prohlcm is decidable for deterministic multitape automata such that 
e~ry state is contained in no more than one loop. 
We prove Theorem 1.3 in Sections 2, 3 and 4. 
Note that the class 0;’ k not closed under unkn. To prove this fact consider the 
following languages RI and R2 (let /(II ) denote the length of the word II 1: 
It can be easily shown that the languages RI and R? are recognizable by automata 
itI L? ;‘. On the other hand, it can be proved that no deterministic two-tape automaton 
rccognire~ R 1 _JI R:. 
2. Notions and notation 
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F x any language L of n- tuples of words (X 1, _Q, . . . , xI1 ), let L, denote the language 
of tile ith component x,. 
how we introduce two important potions connected with generalized diagrams. 
Lzt q1 and qz be two different nodes in the generalized diagram D(‘32) of an 
automaton 97. Jt is na,tural to define a path from 41 to q2 as a path in the graph 
D(\l?j from q1 to q2 (if such a path exists). We remind that a path may contain 
cycles. A path may go around any cycle once, twice or more. For an example, see 
Fig. 1. The paths 
q142* 4 1qzq3qsqsq2, 4 14243444sq243q44sq2 
3 
go around the cycle 0, 1 and 2 times respectively. We shall use capital Latin letters 
A, R, C, . . . to denote such paths. Now we will extend the notion of a path in 
another direction. 
Consider a path A [i’rorn the initial node y 1 to son-it’ node ~1:) in the gcncralized 
rii:tgrarn of some rl-tape automaton I),\ (let us take as an example 
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(q(l).... , #n 1). If q(i) is amidarcs some arc w labelled by (i, b), then the last 
arc will he the arc with the end q(i) labelled by the pair (i, a ), where a is some 
regular expression corresponding to the standard automaton defined by 6, but with 
acceptirlg state q(i). We will denote the i-sequence of (A, 4) by (A, g)i. 
Final vecto:q will be regarded later on, only together with the corresponding paths. 
Up to now w 2 have only regarded paths (A, tfj) beginning in the node correspond- 
ing to the initial state of 92. Now we will describe paths with initial vectors 4, which 
are analogous in some sense to final vectors. 
Let (A, ?) be any path and for each i, 1 s i 5 H, G(i) laying at the bf ginning: or 
amidarcs fc)rne arc (i, a) on this path; if (A, tf) contains no arc (i, a) for some i, 
then let &i, = J. Let min G be the first node in 9 = (9( 1), . . . , $n )) where the path 
(A, 4) goes through. Then we write (A, tj) = (A,& t-.j) if (A, q) begins in rni:n 9 
and its i-sequences start in (( l), . . . , tj(n ), G = kj( l), . . . , &n )I; if 9(i) is amida!-cs, 
then the first arc of the i-sequence starts in G(i) and is labelled by the pair (i, Q ), 
where CI is a regular expression defined by the usual automaton with the iniltial 
state G(i) and the accepting state at the end of the arc. In our example (Fig. 1) !the 
path (A, G, # may start, for example, in 9 = (9y”), 92, 9k5)). Then the path stkts 
in 92, the l-sequence starts in 9 j, when we are in the 10th lap, and the 3-sequence 
starts in 9s, when we are in the Sth lap. 
Such a set i is called the hitid rector. 
Hereafter we assume that, for any i, t(i) occurs in A before q(i ). 
Let tj be any final or initial vector and A be the corresponding path. Then 
minA 17 (respectively maxA 9) denotes the first (respectively, last) node in if the 
path A goes through. Note, that the path A bctweell minA q and maxA ? may 
contain many laps for any cycle. If the path A is understood, we will simpl! write 
max (7 and min (7. 
Let (7 be a final vector and (B, 9’) be a path, which starts in min 9 and goes 
through max 9. For such a path B we can associate with q an initial vector 4 
using the following rule: For each i if some 9(j) is the beginning or amidarcs of 
some arc labelled by (i. (I 1, then cj(i&;j); in the other case (I’(i) is the beginning 
of the first arc labelled by ii, (I 1, which occurs in B after q(j). Using this rule we 
can actually regard 9 as the initial vector of (B, 9,9’). In view of this fact we will 
further use final ve&zrs aF initial vectors sometimes. 
Sometimt\s we shall simply write (4.9) for a path (A, 4, t!j 1. 
lxt L_(LI ) denote the Icnguage defined by the regular expression 9. 
Let (A, 9, (7) be some fixed path in the diagram D(!?l) of an jz-tape automaton 
?I‘. !U~,reo~~er, l t L,((A, +, ij )I, 1 5’ i 5s tz, denote the concatenation of languages 
L(a I corresponding to arcs b, a) in (A, tj,tj) from $i’b to q(i) (if (A, 9,9), is 
empty, then ,!_,((A, 4, q)) =O). Now let L((A, @, q)) be the Cartesian product of 
L,((A, <, q )I, 1 G i 5 M Similarly we can define languages L,(A) and L(.A) for a 
path A assuming that the first node of its i-sequence is the beginning of the first 
arc labelled bv ci. 111 on ,4 and the last node is the end of the last arc labelled by 
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# ifi= : 
C’ 
empty word if i = i-1, 
s 
u (0, l}* # ‘I i’ ’ * ’ x (n, I)* # ‘,I. 
I ,. ..i,,‘ i0. 1 I 4 
.’ 
Definition 2.1. Let L EM and !I? he an It- tape automaton. A set & of paths in 
D f $1 is said to be a cocering of L iff 
L E ‘(j L((A,cf,q)). 
, A.&j Ii .,.d 
I,ct 111 1,:jt, E 0; he any Fixed automata. In the sequel we use symbols cl with 
subscripts (and, sometimes, with superscripts) to denote states of !%I and, respec- 
tively, symbols I’, t, r with subscripts to denote states cjf !&. 
Definition 2.2. A covering ;/n (in D(!&)) of an L c ((0, 1)” # !‘I is said tc> be ,/Lll iff 
all paths of .?I end in accepting states. 
!%w the following assertion is evident. 
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3. Inclusion problem for Cartesian products of regular languages 
Lemma 3.1. The irtclusion problem L( 92 1 ) E L( i& 1 is decidable for each Y?, E f2ct 
artd each de!ermitzistic n-tape automaton \J12. 
Proof. The diagram D(‘!&) of 32, has no cycle. So there is only a finite number of 
finite paths ir, L>(\” A 1 ) with end in accepting state!;. Evidently, it is suficient to check 
the inclusion L(A) c L( !&) for each path A in D( ‘31’,). Let A be any such path with 
the end in an accepting ‘state. Every L,(A ), 1 S i 5 n, is a finite concatenation of 
regular languages, so LitA) is regular as well. Therefore, LiA) is the Cartesian 
product of regular languages. So we only need to prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.1.1. The inclusion problem L G M is decidable if oue of the lanpqes is 
tlw Cartesian product of rcglllar languages and the other larqrrage is L (9 I for so~w 
dettvministic n-tape automaton \!I. % 
Proof. Let \!I he an jr-tape deterministic automaton, and let R = 
R,XR?Y a” xR,,- the Cartesian product of regular languages R 1, Rz, . . . , R,,. 
Consider the languages L(‘!I )\R and R!,L(‘?I). To solve the inclusion problem 
R c LC 9) and L (‘3) E R it obviously suffices to solve the emptiness problem for 
R\L( !?l j and L(‘!I )\R. This problem is decidable for rr- tape automata, so it suffices 
to show that R \L (?I 1 and 1. b W\R are accepted by some tz- tape automata. We will 
show this fact for L(?I )\R ; for R\L(‘!l ) it may be shown similarly. 
Thus, we need to construct an automaton ?Z accepting L(?I )\R. Let ![I{, be an 
automaton accepting R,. The automaton . ‘I,(‘ simulates the automata ?I and %,. 
1 c- i c n, as follows. Assume that for instance, the first head of ?l starts to operate 
in the initial state. Then the first head of \!t simulates the operating of the 
automaton’s ‘!I first head and the operating of !lJtl. When ?I changes heads, for 
example, the second head operates after the first, then the second head of Yr\ starts 
to simulate the second head of ‘!I a?d the automaton ‘JJ&. If afterward the control 
in \!I is given to, say, the first heat, which was operating some time ago, then :lI\ 
goes on simulating ‘!f and resumes <imulating . . \I)<, from the state in which ?I& was 
interrupted. The automaton !Y accepts the IZ- tuple .F = (X I k’ , x2 # , . . . , .L # ! iff 
$1 accepts S and for some i, 1 - i . r I’, _ L, & L \!!V, ). It is clear that 9; is the automaton 
u’c need. Thus, the lcinma is provet’. 
4. The general case of Theorem 1.3 
Let 9: 1 , !)I‘, E 0;‘. It follows from Assertion 2.3 that in order to check L(91ll E 
L I !&I it suffices to prove the existence of an FC in D( ?&) for each pAth A in D(!J? 1) 
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wi h the end in an accepting state. licwever, we will show @at a finite number of 
pa hs A in D(gi,) may be effective!!7 found such that the existence of FC(A) for 
evory A of this set will imply the existence of FC(A) for each A in D(?&) 
,,ater we shall use the following remark on final vectors, It was settled that each 
fin11 vector .? should only be considered with some path A. Let (min S, max S) 
denote the fragn;ent of A from mira S to Fax 5. For example, if q = (#, q~, qk7’) 
(set’ Fig. l), ther (min q, max q) means the following path: The beginning is in 
q3 2nd there a e 7 laps between min @ =q3 and max q =q4. It will also be 
coi;venient to a! I;ociate with S the set of paths from min S to max S (see Fig. 2), 
whickgo around the same cycles but may have more laps than (min .f, max S). 
Fig. 2. 
Now regard some path A in D(!?I‘ 1 ) with the end in an accepting state. It is clear 
that an accepting state cannot be a node of any cycle since 9?1 only accepts It- tuples 
of words X, # , 1 <I i -: tt, and # leads to the exit of a cqclc. Thus there is a nonemptj 
fragment A of A from the exit of the last cycle to the end of the path. Given a 
%frncnt A, we restrict our discussion to paths A ending in A. 
Now we will define a notion of equia*alence of final vectors with respect to ‘4. 
For a fixed a WC may speak simply about equivalence of final vectors. 
Further wt’ need to consider each component .W of a final vector s^ together 
with the arc w in D!lL) ending in or having amidarcs this S(i) (actually we 
icjnsidcr the pair (S(i), w 1). So we shall write $,,(ij instead of Sti I omitting the 
subscript O, if it is clear which w is meant. 
Now we shall introduce two useful notations. 
i’onsidcr a final vector .V (in fact, K’, .?)I in D(!JQ. There are several cycles 
or1 8 - cmin .q, max .V) following one another (see Fig. 21. Assume that the sequen- 
c’c’r {R}, 3nd (B), arc not empty, .W is nc’arcr to min S than .<(jr on the path 
H. and ~1 is the nurnhcr of cycles between SC!‘) and Stjl. Let p,.,~?) dcnotc the 
!?I- tuple k,,, = rk,, . . . . k,,, 1, where k, is the numbt‘r of laps of the rth cycle on the 
~uhpath l fii i, .<r/‘~t. Then c~i.5:) is P,.,(.?\ if f(i) -= min ,V and .(;( jr zz mas S. 
Fillall!*. Ict @.9 t-be the set of final vectors (7 czn =i such that 
Definition 4.1.. Final vectors .? and S’ are called (lo, &equivalent iff the following 
conditions hold: 
(1) S(i)=,1 iff S’(i)=.l. 
(2) For each i, 1 s i 5 n, if S(i) = S, and S’(i) = &, then w =a’, s, and s: are 
the same nodes of D(!?L) (if they are amidarcs an arc, then the same node of the 
automaton defined by the arc corresponds to them) and only Pmin &) and 
prntn :#,, (3) may be different. 
(3) Let ir, iz, . . . , i,, E{l, 2,. . . , 11) be numbers such that S(&), S(iz), . . . , ifi,,) 
are ordered by increasing distance from min S. Then S’(ir ), S’( iz), . . , , S’(i,,) are 
also ordered by increasing distance from min 3’. 
(3) Assume that there is no S(!I) between S(i) and S(j). Let pl,j(.T) := Er, 
p&‘) = 6: and III E (1, 2, . . . , r}. Then if k, s IO, then k,,, = k:,,, if k,,, > I,,, then 
k :,, > I,, and 
(km -- I,,) mod I, = (k i,, - I,,) mod III 
It can be easily shown that the relation defined above is an zquivalencc relation. 
It is clear that there may only be a finite number of (lo, II )-equivalence classes, and 
each class contains either one or infinitely many fina’ actors. 
Definition 4 2. An t I,,. I, )-equivalence relation is called srr~ iti 
Proof. In the reasoning below we assume that final vectors do not contain the 
symbol .I. For final vectors with symbols .I the proof only differs in purely technical 
details. 
Let s he any final vector in D(\!r‘,) such that p(s’) = &. and all k ,, kl, . . . , k,. 
are zeros (it is easy to see that there is only a finite number of SUC!I vectors S). 
Without loss of generality WC‘ assume that there are natural numbers 
such that if i a-. p I, then Sci i is on an arc before any cycle on the path ; min S, 
m3x $1, and if p:,,, 1 - i a: p2 ,,,, m = 0, 1, . . . , c, then S(i) lies on an arc between 
the 111 th and the (~1 + 1)st cycle (in the case HI = C* it is after the last cycle). We 
also assume that S( 11, S(2 1, . . . , S(n ) are ordered by increasing distance from 
min S = S( 1). The last assumption does not contradict the first. 
Let t be any node between S(i) and max S. Let P;(t) denote thq set of qm’s in 
the i-sequence (A ]I such that for ;A. q,, ) (the initial fragment of A with the end 
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Let p be the least number such that either S(p) and S(p + 1) lie on the ssme 
cyck, or S(P) lies on an arc before the entry of a cycle and S(p + 1) on an arc 
after the entry of the same cycle. 
Finally, let c, be the number of cycles betwc en S( p J and St p + 11. Let II be 
the exit of the first cycle between S(p) and S(p + 1). 
Now for each r, let, $’ be the vector defined by 
_lrl !I’ S(i) ifi+p+l, 
.~I - (r) 
t1 otherwise. 
It is clear that kl = r in lC - c)~,~~ + @,” ). 
For every such .Yir’ WC find P,,@,“(p + 1)). The distance between S;” and 
F ]’ ’ ! is, actually, one lap of the first cycle on (S(p 1, s’(p + 1)). Hence, after some 
r,!,~p the sets f,,~~‘l”(p + 1 )I have to recur with some period I-! t p I [if. for some 
r. P,,L< ‘7 p + i )I = (9, then, for r’) r, P,,@“( p + 1 H = 01. 
Further, let t-, be the exit of the second cycle between S(p 1 and S(p J- 1). Wc 
rkfinc a vector .?y’ by 
Iin fact. Sir’ dcpcnds on kl ). In this case k2 = I’ in A?‘,. Let k I be fixed. Then, 
cGdcntl>, the distance between \:y’ and .Vy ’ ” is one lap of the second cycle of 
i Vl p 1. SC p i 1 )I. So after some rf,(p, k ,) the sets P,,(.<y’( p + 1 )j recur \vith some 
pcri0d li i p, k, 1. We set 
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set &,) rhat differs from S only by pP+#+ 1 (&,, ) = ti,. It will turn out helpful 
to denote &,) again by 5. 
kC;p at for this S the procedure described above (changing only p to p’). Then 
we shall find the numbers Ii(&) and I:(rii,) having the same property with respect 
to p’ as 1: a?d I: have with respect o p. We set 
If:Gi,), i =o, 1. 
Now take the minimal ~“>~7’with the property the number p had. Then repeat 
for p” the procedure described above for p’. We shall find the numbers I”, i = 0, 1, 
similar to I’. In the next step wc shall find pt3’ >p” and so on. Since, for each i, 
p”’ cannot be more than 11, our procedure will terminate at some s%:p. say, io. We 
will set 
I, “=’ fl I :, i =O,l. 
We have found lo and II for an S with minimal p(3). In fact, I, = I;(S), i - 0, 1. 
Let 
S ={.fi\& =p(.W&(ViSc (k, =O))}. 
It follows from the description of our procedure that the condition of Definition 
3.2 holds for IO, II defined above. 
Now let us fix /,), II found in Lemma 4.3. In the sequel we ~111 IJigcuss just 
equivalence instead of strict ( ItI, I, )- equivalence. 
We now consider the set S of paths in D(!N I) with common end A. Since ??i 1 E l2;‘, 
the set S may, evidently, be partitioned into a finite number of sets [A] such that 
each of them corresponds to O(‘~{,)‘S part of the type represented in Fig. 2. We 
could define this partitioning also formally, but it needs a lot of purely technical 
details, so we will use this informal, but more convenient definition of sets [A]. 
Mw let [A] be any such set. For each A E [A] we shall consider its initial fragment 
wit!-: the end in the exit of the last cycle (actually, the part of -4 without dJ. Let 
[A] denote this set of paths. Later on we use A to denote a path in [A]. 
Now WC: shall find coverings (cf. Definition 2.1) for paths of [A] consisting of 
sets of pti-ths Q3, S) in D(l.rIz) beginning at the initial state. For A E [A] let T(A) 
be the set of equivalence classes of final vectors S such that, for some B in .?I(.?&), 
Lr(B.SI)i->L(ri)M. Let [A]. ,n be the set of A E [A] going around each cycle no 
more than 172 times. 
‘3 
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Lenma 4,4. Ooze can efectively find a number m such that 
U Tvij- LJ T(A). 
.-ir(A]. m AE[A] 
Proof. Let i E (1, 2, . . . , n}. Without loss of generality we may take i = 1. 
-“he set of paths in II can i?e partitioned into a finite number of sets [B] as 
it was in the case of D(!T?,). Each set [B] corresponds to some fragment of D(Yj,) 
of the type represented in Fig. 2. Given any [B], let s be some node amidarcs or 
at the end of some arc labelled by a pair of type (1, a). Let [E] ( = [t?](s)) be the 
set of the initial fragments of the paths B E [B] from the initial node to s. 
Let c (respectively, c’) be the number of cycles the paths of [A] (respectively, 
[S]) incorporate (for B E [B] if s lies on a cycle, then this cycle is also ounted). 
Let y!, i = I), 1, . . . , c be the exit from the ith cycle of the Faths in [ ,], and s,, 
i 0, 1. . . . , c’, be the exit froGI the ith cycle of the paths in [b;; if s lies on a 
cycle, then s is the exit of the last cycle. Further, let A,; (r SC) be the initial 
fragment of an A E [A] that ends in qr and goes around the ith cycle, i = 1, 2, . . . , r, 
exactly k, times. Tn a simiiar VAT &, (Y c c’) is defined. Let Bk; be the continuation 
of &< to node s (if s lies on a cycle, then &, = &-< ). 
ln order to End T(A ) for a path A E (A] we will USC sets M (61, ) defined as follows: 
()Ilr rn;liil ;tim i\ to fii!J ;t siriiplc w;\j’ to ckscrilw lti~a StltS H’(rlt,. 1. TO Cl0 this \Vt‘ 
frill show that alI k, in the vectors k, E IJ,,-, , W’(rf~,.~ I may be represented by a finite 
number of linear forms with integer coefi&nts. 
Further, it is assumed that node s is on a cycle. WC will make it clear that this 
:i<4umption is not essential. 
First we prove two intermediate lemmas. 
I.c~ A dcnotc the path equal to just one la? of the jth cycle of paths in [A] from 
‘i: to L!,, Let A; ijcnotc thL% shortest path (in other words, without loops) from q, to 
(I, . i. Further, let ‘!I, (respectively 3;) be ordinary tinitc automata defined b> 
concatenations of regular expressi<>ns corresp(Tsnding to the arcs in (A;)l (respec- 
ti\+. in t A : 1, I. in a similar mann:n’ we define paths B,, B j, automata !\)I’,, !&‘l for 
(HJr and {B& respectively. Let 11;. cr>, . . . , cylI, be thestatesof ?I, and pi, p>, . . . , _& 
i-w the states of 3,‘. Let c(, trepectivcly ,D’, I be the initial state of ‘!I, (respccti\,ely 
5, I :md &, (respectively [$, I be the accepting state of ‘!I, (respectively 91 :r. 
Rcyrard now the following 2-dimtznsi<~ll*~il array with 2c + 1 rows and intinitcl! 
IIWIY columns. Each Zith row of this array 11~s infinitely many copies of the 
l~rltcmaton’c ‘!I, diagrams. Each f 3’ + 1 )th row contains one copy of the automaton’s 
:‘I.’ diagram in the first column. WC regard each lnlinite row as the infinite iteration 
of thy :~utomaton 9,. Furthermore, the exit of CK!I ‘3, in the Zjth row is connected 
with thtz entry of ‘3; and the exit of ?!l, is connected with the entry of the first 
:rilt!jrnaiLt :‘I in the next two rows. We get an ‘infinite’ automaton; denote it by $1. 
If we assumer that the accepting state of ‘8 is the accepting state of ?4:, then it is 
clear that 
is the language accepted by $4. 
Let iq:, 1 6 r s di, denote a state of the jth automaton ‘?I, in the 2ith row. 
Suppose we are given some integers k SC’, r, rr, i, il, j’ and jr. Let i 2 i,, j’~+ 
and assume that there exists an x E L r(&) such that if ‘8 starts at ,,q:: and, having 
read X, enters the state ,,qL. We set 
Df j' 
j= 1 if i > il. j'-jl if i = iI. 
It is clear that j depends on i, il, r, rl. but does not depend on j,. We call j a 
k-relative (il. rl 4, r)-height and denote the set of k-relative (il, r; + i, r)-heights 
by J”(il, rl 4, r) and its elements by hiI, r: + i, r). We shall get the definition of 
the sets iQ,, rl 4, r) changing the language LrtBk) to f-r@:) in the definition of 
_i”(i,,rpi, r). Since rl,r+max,,,. ( {d,,d:,,} and i, i+c, we conclude that there 
is only a finite number of different sets J” and 3”. Note, that if i is odd, then 
JLtil. rl -+ i, r) aid h’l, rl + i, I’) may contain only zero. 
From now on we shall write q 1 q’ if ?4 starts at the state q and, hav*ing read 
the word s, reaches ~1’. 
Proof. WC shaV begin with the sets J’&,‘q -+i,, r). Assume that il is %:ven (the 
other case is easier!. 
Let jr be a given number. Check whet:her there is an s E L&&i such that 
r,q:: -+ il ’ y:‘. If so, then O&&, rl +, r). 
NC-W let A&q, q’j denote the set of the ~vords x’ such that q L q’. 
We can define L’~ -L ~‘2 for the automitron !I& and its states c :, t’2 analogously to 
\ 
4 -, ‘I’ for $1. I_ct ,(I’ \>c ttjc :lcccptingst;ltc crf thejth automaton in thejin automaton 
in the ith row of ‘?Vs diagram. Let so be- the initial state of !lJ?.k and s its accepting 
htate. 
Find the set \ ‘,‘I of states 1’ of :I& snch that 
!w,,qr:, ,,q ” I -I ‘W(S,,, L’ ) 2 13. 
Next find the set Vi of all c such that fnr come P% V:, 
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Iterating this procedure, define V,!, as the set of all z such that for some 
t’n-kV,n 1 
M(j, ArTI 14” ) , , + mq t ’ ) n M ( c “I -- 1 ) u ) z Q: . 
%viously, the sets V:,, will recur with some period m i aftt-r some HZ:,. Moreover, 
lrz( and rn: may be found effectively. Then we complete the search for V,‘,, and, 
for each ~1 s HZ:, + m :, we check whether for some c’ E V!,, 
If such a L’ is found, then m E A$,, 1-14 il, r) , 4se nt&?‘(il, rl -* il, r). Now it is 
clear, that Jk (il, rl + il, r) may be represented by a finite number of elements 
SG,, rl -+ il, r) where eachS!i*, rl -+ il, Y) is either a constant or has the form S’(il, rl + 
il, r) + Cx, where S’til, rl + il, r) is a constant and C is a constant common for all 
r, and x is a variable defined on tU The constant C may be chosen suitable for all 
rl and r by taking the product of all periods m 1 = HI ,(I+,, r) for all (rl, r), 1 c r, rl 5 n,,. 
Now Ict i = il + 1; then i is odd. Let 4 he the initial state of an automaton in the 
u’* -5 1 )th row and q be its accepting state. For each ~tz s rn:, +rv; chec?; whether 
for soml: i’ E \(, 
If such ail vz is found, then A’(&, ri --+ + 1. r) = I()}. else A%,, rl -+ il+ 1, t-1 = 0. 
Now we find the set Vf of all I“ such that for somc I’ E U,,,. ,,,,I,+ ,i; V’!,, 
Now let i2 - il -= 2; ihen the i,th row is infinite. The state q is the initial state of 
the first automaton in the ii, + 2)th row. Ixt lq’l ” hc its accepting state. Find the 
Wl \‘; of all 1.’ such that for some L‘ E 1’; 
Then find one after another /I’, 1.‘:. . . . , V,‘,,, . . . defhd 3s fallows: for sornc 
1’ = v,:, 1 there exists a I“ E L’,:, such that 
Now we shall consider the general Izase. Assume that for i - iI <p a description 
similar to the description for J k (i,, rl + i l, r) is obtained. We shall consider only 
the case where the ith row is infinite (the second case is not more difficult). Then 
in the previous step the set V’; -I corresponding to the (i - 1)th row was found. 
Find the sets Vy, Vz, . . . , Vf,, . . . and the numbers rng and nz y as it was done 
above. Using this procedure, we shall obtain, evidently, the description of the sets 
Jk(il, tl --) i, r) we need. 
In a similar way the description for the sets &il, rl + i, r) may be obtained. 
Thus, the lemma is proved. 
Later on we will consider the descriptions of sets dk and Sk instead of these sets. 
We shall denote those descriptions (finite sets of linear forms) also by 3’ and i” 
respectively. But in this case we have to say that an element is E Jk (or i” 1 de,fiws 
k-relative heights. it means that k-relative heights may be obtained from s by 
using constants instead of variables in the linear forms 8. 
I\;ow WC call a vurnhcr j an tiz,.+rN height. if there is an s E I_ it B,,,, J s~ich that 
p’; t ,q: tpy is tht vitial state of ‘!I,‘,). Let FV’:;~~ bc the set of rip full heights. 
Our next aim is to dcscribc the sets wi;*L . 
To obtain the necessary description for WFiC it will be convenient to cc)Gdt’r 
intermediate sets W& for p G c’ defined like WzC . 
Proof. First, note that the constants C appearing in the description of A’ and _? 
may be chosen equal by taking the product of all different constants among them. 
The sets Jx and _ik may be changed a little in this case, but will be describec’ similarly. 
We will begin with the case i = I. 
First consider the sets W!& Using the definitions of i” and W:/ (U’// corre- 
sponds to the fragment of the paths &,‘, from the initi2.l state to the first paths 
visit in the exit s of tne first cycle), we 1 .ve that iO( 1, 1 + 1, r) is eqtial to W:)“. 
Let R:, denote the set of all r such that u/~ISr f 0. Find for each ?E R:, all 
J’( 1, Y”+ 1, Y’ I f Cl. Actually, we find the set R 1’ of ail r1 such that Wt”’ f 0. 
Assume that all R,‘, i -J 171 I - 1, are found. For each rn’l ’ E R,‘,,, 1 we fir/d all 




i J J’tl, p 1 + 1. I ‘, 
,@*I, I t R.:,, I 
So WC can again effectively find the set or 1’ such that W:& f 0, and SC) on. 
Clearly, the sets R,’ consisting of the automaton’s %I state numbers will recur 
with some period after some step. Thxefore, we can easily describe all FV,\: with 
the property W;i: f Cj at some time. Let R”’ be the set of these r. 
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Now for each r E R’” we find all &l, r + 1, rO) ~4% Let Ri be the set of numbers 
WC have obtained, Clearly, it is the set of all r with the property W$ # 0 for some 
rhl and m2=0. Further, for each r%Ri we find that all A2(1,r”+1,r1~f0. So 
jte shall find the set RT of all Y’ such that Wk:I f c) for m2 = 1 and some ml. By 
using this procedure we shall finally find the set R”’ = {r I3622 (W:& # 0)). 
Iterating the procedure described above, we shall step by step find all W,!: for 
I -= $4, . . . , c’. Evidently, every W$. f 0 may only contain zero. 
Now we may describe sets W:i, for arbitrary tik, i, r. Given arbitrary i, r and 
rtik check that an array 
The main difIkult!y <-If the check WC’ riced is that the rows in (3.1) may have 
unbounded length. However, regard any (for example, the second) row in (4.1 b 
carefully. Select in this row the fragment only containing S’(i ‘,I, r ‘*’ --* i I” l ‘, r ‘*’  1 ) 
with i I*’ 2 i ‘*’ * ’ :z icr. Remove from this fragment all fragments of the type 
with r’.’ _= r’.“- ‘, If at least one array (4.1) exists, then the array that is obtained 
from it by the procedure described above also has to exist. Now carry out the 
operations defined before for each row in (4. I ). The reconstructed array (4.11 is 
called re&-cd. The fragments of the type (3.21 in a reduced table have the proper?! 
r ‘-1 ,f 1.c. ’ Ir . Since the number of various Y’*’ is bounded by max,. ( ~1, we have that 
the length of an arbitrary fragment of type (4.3 in an arbitrary row of a reduced 
tabjt’ is bounded hy some constant ctkctivcly depending on max,. , tl,. So WC can 
ml\. consider reduced arrays of typt’ (4.1). Hut there is only a fink number of 
these arrays. Thcrcfore, the necessary array may be found efkctivt3y. 
So assumt’ that at Icast one reduced array of type (3.1) is found. Find all reduced 
:lrra)-‘s with the property ik.“‘i = i, rk*rr’k =I I’. Now for each of these arrays carry out 
the following operations. Find the least i”” such that if“’ ’ = it”’ and i”” = i. Let St’, 
cjcnotc ($“(i”” ‘_ y”*’ ’ _+ i, p ) (the case d is dealt with in a similar way). Consider 
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the following sum, 
me- 1 k -1 
fi,9 + C 6C(i,r”.1’ji,r4.L+1)+ C (~l~(i,~“~mtt-*~,~“+*~*) 
t’ -z U’C+l 
m 
+ f a”( i* p 4, r [‘.P+ 1 )), (4.3 
P 1 
This sum defines numbers j E Wxk which may be obtained from the reduced array 
Now for each II ae 8nd each P regard the finite sequence S”(i, P’ -+ i, Pp+*), . . . 
S”( i, Pr”a --) i, r”*p ,_ where all p, p + 1, . . . , p + a are different. 
B? adding to the sum (4.3) an arbitrary finite number of sums 
c c(i”(i, p +i, pr ’ 1 ), p+cr +’ = p, (4.4) 
I - 1’ 
we also define numbers Jo W:&. These sums, clearly, correspond to non-reduced 
arrays (4.1). 
It follows from the definition of Wl& that using all reduced arrays (4.1) to find 
the sums (4.31, then, adding to the sums (4.3) all finite unions of the sums (4.4) 
we shall define all numbers jc Wgk. 
Now our goal is to show that all elements of IJir,tikb Wgk may be described by 
finite number of linear forms with integer coefficients. 
Regard in detail sums of type (4.4). Given k E (I. 2, . . . , c’> and i SC, r E 
1 3 . -, - l l 9 d,} let Y:, be the set of the sums 
~“~i,~3i,~‘)+jik(irr*~i,~~)+~~~+SC:(i,yl’~i,~) 
where all r’ and r are dinerent. Clearly, all YE, are finite. 
Now let I,)(k, i) denotl: the set of the sums (4.3). Since the number .?f the reduced 
arrays is finite, the set I&k, i) is also finite. 
Now we shall inductively define the sets I,,,(k, i ). Let k, !k, i) be defined and 
@ E Z,,,(k, i j. Let 5:; be the first element of the sum p (see (4.4)). Then Ifl,_ 1 tk, i) 
denotes the set l>f ths finite sums P +T,j~,Cri, where xi k? IW\{O) (more precisely, x, 
are variablcb defined on f+J\(Ol,, and aj E Yf,n where e s Is k and r is such that 
S’ri. r’ --+ i, 1-1 or S’ti, r + i, r’) (or similar 6’) is in the sum /3. Set 
Note that the number of elements (Y E IJ! I dJ:‘l ! Y i,, 1 (may be, with coefficients 
X, ) cannot tw Icss than VI. Therefore, if 
)?I,) = card(;G, (b Y$ 
r 1 
then, passing from I,,,,(k, i) to I,,,,,+ l (k, i) and further on, elements qx will be added 




I- ‘01 - rn,, 
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with the following condition: If CL’ E UFz 1 tl Jf:, Y:,l) and cyx is a term in 
there is no variable .v such that cy)’ is a term in /3. In this case, clearly, 
r,,(k. i) = U,,, 1,,,(k, i). Let 
I(k, i, zf ii I,,,(k, i). 
nt -0 
i 
The elements of I(k, i) are, evidently, quadratic forms with respect to variables s 
in terms ayx and variables in the elements S(’ of sums cy. Let /3 E I(k, i) be an arbitrary 
.sum. If all S’(i, r -+ i, r’) (and S”) in this sum are constants, thgn we set p’= /3. If 
at least one element tY’(i, r -+ i, r’) (or $‘) is of type 6’(i, r + i, r’) + Cx, where S’(i, r + 
i, I’) is a constant, then we define a sum p’ for p as follows: All these S“ in /3 are 
exchanged for corresponding S’ and Cl* is added to the sum (J* in a new variable 
dfrfined on %I. The form p’ is already a linear form. We denote the set of linear 
forms we have obtained by f(k, i). 
It is easy to see that the set I(k, i) is finite. Hence the set ftk, ij is also finite. 
Now wt’ shall use linear forms obtained above to describe the sets IV:&. (Consider 
any sum y. of type (4.3) dnd add to it a finite number of sums (4.4). Let y denote 
this sum. Let cyl, CY:, . . . , aye, be the elements of type (4.4). Let [Ii, 1 s i s p, be the 
nl_!rnher of occurrences of (Y; in y. Then y = ytt + 1: 1 Haiti. Clearly, for y, a 13 E I(k, i) 
exists such that taking (il, c1?, . . . , u,, for the values of corresponding variables .Y in 
the terms NX of p we exactly obtain the sum y. Elements S“(i, r’+ i, r”) \or St‘ 1 of 
y have the form 8’4 Cz, where 8’ is a constant and 2 a variable dt+necl on h! RF c 
taking values of the:;c variables, we can get various i E IJrr.rill, IV:&. On the other 
hand, regard p ’ E f(k, i ) corresponding to @ E I (k, i 1 mentioned above. The 
difference hetwtxn p’ and p is that all S”ii, r’-+ i, r”l in fl art’ changed to some 
constants 6 and there is only one clement C_V in @’ instead of many Cz in p. Let 
for each 111, 1 - 1~ -- p, h 7’. h I?“, . . . , I>:.‘;,, be values of variables in the members C,- 
of S (i, I” -j i. r”) of the sum (Y,,, with the following property: Choosing (I~, a:. . . . ‘1 tip 
for the values of the corresponding variables we get the value of y equal to j. Nou 
it is easy to see, that choosing c::, i LJ,,, (x:‘“II t(l) for the value of .V and (1 I, ~1~. . . . , (I,, 
for the values of other corresponding variables, we get the value of p’ equal to j. 
In particular, it follows from this fact that every value of the form p is some value 
of e’. It is clear that the conversion of the last fact is also true. Indeed, for each 
\ alum II of the variable v in p’. numbers TV l, cl?, , . . , id,, and /- I”, 1 ‘: 1FI c; [l, 1 s j 5 / ,,,, 
ma>- tw found such that ‘\‘;:, I (I,,: F”P”, /I;” -I I := II. So the sets of the values of p and 
p’ are equal. Thercforc,-,wc arc ahle to use terms p’ instead of the corresponding 
forms p in all necessary cases. 
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Here c’ is the number of cycles on the paths from the beginning to some Gode 
s. So, actually, W(tii,*) = W(r& s). Note that Wgk and f(k, i) also depend OF the 
choice of the node s. Hence, we may write Wgk (s) and f(k, i, s). 
So assume that, for some Ritz+ and CC, Z&&:),) nLJ&) #O. It means that 
St, sz, . . . ) s, -. 1 and sC = s exist such that 
(a) they are between the initial node of the paths in [B] and the final node s ; 
(b) foreachjE{1,2,..., c), sj is on a cycle prelzeding the cycle containing si l l ; 
(c) for each si, 
LIWtip,, Si)) nLd&,) +a (4.6) 
where pi = pi(Si) is the number of cycles between so and s, and (Bfipl, Si) is the initial 
fragment of B,i*C 1)with the end si. Note that m,, in r$, may be, in the general case, 
less than r~z,, E ni 1_‘., but all other IpZj E fiP, must be equal to the covesponding 
0 
1?1, Crl’t,.*. 
It follows from the definition of the sets W:& that 6. = (k lr k2, . . . , k,.) where 
So linear forms for the elements of the sets Wi& also describe &. E U’(& f. 
Now we are able to start the search for T(A) for paths in [A]. 
Let [B] be any fixed set of paths in D&). For each i E {1,2, . . . , 12) let S(i) be 
some fixed node, which is amidarcs or at the end of an arc in B E [B] lab~elled by 
some (i, n ). We have to find equivalence classes of the final vectors corta ning these 
.T(i I. 
Without loss of generality we assume that min S = S( 1 I and SC 1 i, SG?), . . . . 
f(rt j are ordered by increasing distance from min S = S( 1). Now we lia\‘c to find 
the sets of numbers 
/<I,, and k{I;, +rl$~+lb <II, r=O, 1,. . .). 
that may be the values pi,, , ,(f) if for some A E [A] 
L((B, ._?)I nL(/i) f 69. 
Let i,,E{l, 2,. . . , II} be a number such that an arbitrary amount of looping may 
take place between .<\i,,) and S(&,+ 1). 
Without loss of generality we assume that i. - 1. 
Now kt cl = p(F( 1)) be the number of cycles between slj and S(1) and, respec- 
tivety. t-2 = p(s(2)) be the number of cycles between so and S(2). First we shall 
consider the sefs U’(rii,,, .<( 1)) and I+‘(&,, 5(2)). 
Let us be given a? arbitrary array (4.1) with k = cl, i = c and r = dC. If k, E WW,, 1 
for some MC,, then for this lC an array must be such that each ki is defined by the 
sum of elements SC j’, r‘ -+i, r) (or s*) of this array. If S,,(j’, r’-+j, r) is the last member 
of the sum, then the similar sum for k,+ 1 must begin with the next element of the 
array, say. sl( j, r” +J’ + 1, r”?. Therefore, 6’ = r. 
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Sums mentioned before are the values of some lirxar forms contained in some 
[ Let k, be defined by the form f,’ and kj+ 1 be defined by f:+ 1. Evidently, k, E WXc, 
for some r. So fil ~f(~~,j,~(l)). Similarly, we have f;‘+, ~~(c~,j+l.S(l)). Let 
1‘: E I(cl, i, S( 1)) and f;+l E I(c 1, j + 1, S( 1)) be the forms corresponding to f; and 
f *,I, 1. It follows from the reasoning above, that the following condition must be 
satisfied for f,! and fi’+ 1 : if some S I( j, r + j + 1, r”) is the first member of f;+ 1, then 
either a term CYX in f,! exists such that cy E IJ;‘=, YFr or f; is equal to some 
Sot j’? r’ + j, r ) (in fact, we have regarded the case ki > 0; if k, = 0, then it is necessary 
to consider j - 1 and j + 1 and so on in a likewise manner). If the condition holds, 
we call the forms f,! and &+I consistent Let S’( j’, r’ -* j, r) (or c?‘) be the first 
member of f,!. Further, let S’( j’, r’+ j, r) be the m th element in some row of the 
array (4.1) corresponding to f:. Then let s(j) denote the end of the path B,,; where 
for all k, 1 -z k < I, ITI: = nzk and nl,‘, = 171 (in the case of 8, s’ ” is the end of &;. ). 
The elements of f: are of type cyx, where s is a variable and cy E 
1 Jk’_ 1 (Uy;_l Y~,(.?‘)). Let a)i’x)“, i = 1, 2, . . . , i(j), be the terms of f;. Given j, 
(’ -- cl and Lyi”.y)” in f;, let (~$1~ bc the number of elements of the type s’( j, r’+ j, t) 
in (Y )‘I, Now let hi” be the number such that ki is obtained by chasing ,)I’ as the . 
value of the variable xl” in f;. Consider tht: sum ~j(~:‘.I: Icx)“\,.~:“\. It is easy to 
WC that 
4.7 I 
ha\ to hold. So HI,. E r,^z,., are described by linear forms x, (xi”: ia :” /J~,‘,~ L 
‘The (*- tuplcs & E W’(Cz,.,, S(2)) are defined by forms i;? E k*2, j, s’~3L j - 
1 3 , -. . . . , c, similar to f:. Similarly, for 172,, E rFz,, equalities of type (4.71 have to be 
wtisfied. Hence, r~z,. E rfi,., are described by linear forms of type 
ham to bc satisfied for some values of all variables .V :tC! and J$:.. If St 1 1 is not on 
;I cycle, then t’ -_ pW 1 II in (3.81 has to bc. 
In r>tht.r words, thtz number of times that (3. .?\I ijl !oops on B must be equal 
to the nurnbtlr (R, <i 11)~ does. In addition, k,. must be contained in U’(rFz, ,, Si 1)) 
~cl in WI rtl, ,. ~ i’tZ 11. Thus, as soon as the necessary \-alues of the variables are 
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i 
chosen, the equalities 
f; +, j=1,2 ,...) c (4.9) 
must hold. 
Now our goal is to define S(l) and f(2) so that different 5 and S’ would be 
&, I &equivalent. 
As in the case (4.8) above we have to consider two cases: 
Case 1. S(1) is on a cycle. 
Case 2. S( 1) is not on a cycle. 
We shall only consider Case 1; Case 2 may be considered similarly. 
Evidently, there are r. = p(s’(2)) -p(S( 1)) + 1 cycles betwee: S( 1) and S(2) 
in Case 1. Given x(1,2,. . . , ro) we shall fix either a natural ntimber b, < I,, or a 
linear form 6, + I ,zt, where I o s 6, < II and zr is a variable defined on fU 
It is clear that the following system of equalities 
must hold for some values of variables. 
Besides that the following inequalities 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
evidently must hold for all i and j. 
Finally, the following inequalities 
- 250 -r , r=lr2,...,r(, (4.12) 
and 
: -20 (4.13) 
must hold for each variable 2 in the forms f: and {f. 
Hence we have obtained a finite system of linear inequalities with integer 
coefficients containing equations (4.8)--(4.10) and inequaTities (4.11)-(4.13 ). 
Similar systems of linear inequalities may be obtained for each pair (S(i), 
\C(I’ + t 0. 
Assume that a system H contains exactly one system (4.8)--(4.13) for every pair 
(.C( i), s’l i + 1)). Since the number of the system (4.5)~(4.13) is finite, we get a 
finite set of systems of linear inequalities with integer coefficients. Every such system 
has a solution iff for some A E [A] and some path ML,.., S), where S is contained 
in the equivalence class defined by the linear forms 62” (+/&, r = 1, 2, , . . , 6, 
i = 1, 2, . . . ) n - 1, 
holds. , 
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Therefore, solving the systems H for all sets [B] we shall find all equivalence 
classes SE UA+Q T(A). Clearly, paths A may be found effectively such that (4.14) 
holds for them. So a number m can be found effectively such that 
u T(A)= IJ T(A). 
A&i] AtzlA]srn 
Now it remains to consider the last question: Are the systems H solvable? Every 
system H is equivalent to some integer programming problem. It is well known 
[3] that an algorithm exists giving a solution for an arbitrary integer programming 
problem if the system has a solution, or giving the negative answer in the other 
case. Hence, every system H is effectively solvable. Thus, the lemma is proved. 
To finish the proof we need the folloGng lemma. 
I,emma 4.7. If for some m 
attd if for a c-tuple 5, with max 1. *._ c t?li s t?t ntd m .A ,hi the FC(A,i,l ) exists, thrtt 
FCt A ) exists for ~11 A E [A]. 
ProofL Let, for .? = (_u 1, . . . , xn) and y = (y.. . . . , ?,I), iy denote the 12- tupk 
rx1y1, _U~)‘~, . . . , xny,, ) where each x,yi is the correzatenation f x1 and y,. 
Assume that FC(A 1 exists for all A E [A]-- C tri and FC(A,,J does not exist for 
some A,, with maxI. I. ,. m, > m. Then having read some II- tuple _< = IX 1, . . . .s,,k 
[_(A,,,, 1, 5‘7tJ reaches a state that is not accepticg. Let us observe the path B in 
fW,\,) the automaton !X2 will pass operating on _K Find the node s on this path 
rit may also be amidarcs) such that, after entering s, :I& finishes reading some 
rr-tuple F = (j&. . ‘ , !I,,) E LJ&,~ 1 of initial subwords of .I- I, . . . , s,,. In fact, 31’2 
reaches s having re3d some n- tuple Z of initial subwordc of .Y~, . . . , s,,. In the 
general case these 2, (perhaps except one) are extensions of v,. Note the nodes 
i-r I 1, . . . , .F(tr j 7, B, where !& finisheq III read \-I~, J’, . . . , J*,~. We get the final 
WCLOJ s such that _? E L((B, SC 
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a path (B’, 3’) has to exist such that for some ti: with maxl,i--=c ml s m there is 
an a’ E L((B’, 5’)) n L(&) and S’ is strictly (lo, f&equivalent to 5. Therefore, 
4 E Q(3). Hence, there is an n-tuple a” of some initial subwords (one of them 
will be empty) of some CE L(AI) such that $91, starting in q and having read a’, 
reaches 4. It follows from the definition of Q(3) that, having read the n- tuple 
6 = a’$, the automaton Vq reaches the state s’ = s. 
On the other hand, the n-tuple Z’EL((& 4,4)), where 4 is the end of d. 
Therefore, ti’r’k t(d). Hence, if ‘Z& starts to read t’ in the state S, then it 
reaches an accepting state. However, while reading 2, !yIz enters s at the end of 
r’ and then a nonaccepting state on 2’. The contradiction proves our lemma. 
5. Classes #’ for n > 1 
Undecidability of the inclusion problem for multitape automata can be proved 
very easily using the Post Combinatorial Problem (PCP). Let PCP(n ) be PCP when 
the number II ofi the pairs (x 1, J+, (~2, yz), . . . , (s,~, yn) is no more than 12. It is 
proved in [4] that PCP(l0) is undecidable. F.eferring to the usual proof of the 
undecidability of the inclusion problem in which the undecidability of the PCP( 1’)) 
is used, we get the following result. 
Theorem 5.1. The inclusion problem is undecidable for automata in he class a;:,. 
An interesting open problem is to find the number n such that the inclusion 
problem is decidable for automata in 0:’ 1 but is undecidable for automata in 0:. 
If, for some n, PCP(.rr ) is undecidable, the undecidability of the inclusion problem 
can be proved very easily as in Theorem 5.1. However, the minimal n such that 
PCP{n ) is undecidable is unknown at this moment (see [4]); there is only a conjecture 
that this number is equal to 3. Recently, Ehrcnfeucht and Rozenberg [8] and, 
independently, Pavlenko [7] proved the decidability of PCP(2). ‘This fact creates 
great difficulties m spreading Theorem 5.1 to the case of automata in 0:. However, 
our conjecture is that Theorem 5. ! is also true for 0;. 
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